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Designing Optimized Visualizations 
& Exportable Reporting for 
Betterview Spotlights

CASE STUDIES



Spotlights 

Spotlights are a key feature to the 
Betterview platform that uses an 
advanced computer vision algorithm to 
identify, rank and score potential 
property risks. These risks are visualized 
in the form of outlined annotations 
overlayed upon aerial map imagery. 



Spotlights: Overview

• Spotlights are a key Betterview feature that help underwriters identify critical areas of interest on a 
property as they perform their routine evaluations. 

• In one scenario, underwriters use this feature to prospectively score properties while bridge contracts 
with their clients are being created.

• In another, more urgent scenario, underwriters are using this feature to evaluate potential damage and 
risks a property might have accrued during a natural or man-made disaster. 

• Transparency risk prevention are the goal. The outcome? Providing this important information for their 
clients directly impacts the bottom line for all property insurance providers and their underwriting staff.



Spotlights features many datapoints that in the past were not exportable and only lived on the 
Betterview Dashboard. Here are some examples of how Spotlights helps underwriters guarantee their 
clients the most relevant risk analysis and estimate information possible 



Spotlights show a visualization of all the elements that combine to form the entire property score, which in-
turn directly impacts the evaluation of each property insurance premium, as well as the priority placed on 
properties that have many urgent perils that effect the safety and security of each insured building.



Each building on a property profile can be individually scored via the Spotlights analysis system. An 
intuitive interface allows for easy browsing of each building and its associated scoring details.



Improvements & Expansion of Spotlights’ 
Offerings
Making Betterview Spotlights even better



Spotlights and Reporting 

When I joined Betterview, crucial 
Spotlight imagery and analysis 
was excluded from the exported 
reports that underwriters could 
download to attach to a client’s 
property file or for any legal 
archiving of property profiles within 
their own proprietary systems.







Spotlights for Clarity

Now nuanced information has more visibly 
discernible, including options for colorblind 
Betterview users 



Spotlights for More Information

In addition to high-contrast viewing options, 
Spotlights also features various information 
filters to allow toggling between various 
information schemes and data points



New Spotlight Features Become 
Base for New Products

Other viewing options for analyzing 
Spotlight information that include an 
alphabetical legend. This design also 
became the basis of our Flags system.



New Spotlight Features Are Also 
More Accessible 

Additional Spotlight viewing options like this 
key legend view also provided an 
accessible, high-contrast color scheme that 
we carried into the rest of the Betterview 
product interfaces



Some of the front-end engineering that I had done for my prototypes made it into the final update. I have a 
coding background that helps me communicate more collaboratively with engineering teams that support my 
design efforts. Bring mindful of costly engineering hours by proactively offering my suggestions has lead to 
very positive working relationships which in turn provide more solid solution



Results that Paid-Off From Day-One

• Critical risk information contained within Spotlights is now included in exportable 
property profiles, which are the primary way that Betterview information is shared 
amongst underwriters and their clients 

• The urgent need to export Spotlight data was resolved with this improvement, 
unblocking thousands of underwriters that needed Spotlight, information to complete 
the internal case-work necessary to complete the contract process with their clients

•  More granular data visualization provided by the new data layers within Spotlights 
provides a more comprehensive profile of each property and each building within the 
property that is included within the insurance premium for that client



Adding Value to the Betterview 
Experience With PartnerHub

CASE STUDIES



After a windfall of awesome new 
vendor partnerships with risk 
management services like HazardHub, 
e2Value, and Buildzoom — Betterview 
added massive value to their platform 
by creating PartnerHub, a new part of 
both the Betterview interface and 
product offerings

The Market’s Top Risk Assessment 
APIs, At Your Fingertips



Third-party integrations like HazardHub, build zoom, and e2Value are incorporated into the Betterview 
Dashboard via API, resulting in seamless risk and peril data-points displayed on each property profile and in 
some cases, they can even be incorporated into the overall property risk-score. 





Important Permit History information can now be included on each Property Profile



The PartnerHub Control Panel lets 
administrators group and manage 
which datapoints appear on their 
property profiles, which are included in 
exported reports, and which are hidden 
on certain profiles conditionally.



Inactive datapoints are displayed in the 
PartnerHub Control Panel as well, 
where admins can choose to reactivate 
or edit their parameters



The Betterview Dashboard 
property profile with third party 
datapoints included 



Deep Configuration Equals Deep 
Value for Underwriters  

While a handful of essential PartnerHub 
data vendors are included by default 
with the new Betterview experience, 
underwriters are also invited to 
customize their property profiles with 
datapoints and crucial imagery.



Deep Configuration Equals Deep Value for 
Underwriters  

API credentials no longer have to go through a 
Betterview administrator, and by choosing to 
expose all available partner datapoints in an 
easy-to-use workflow, insurance agents can 
custom-tailor the profile of each property they are 
managing or prospectively evaluating. This is part 
of the white-glove approach that Betterview 
affords to underwriters. 



Part of the onboarding flow for PartnerHub includes a portal 
for user administrators to add their own custom 3rd party data 
integrations through our API Access workflow 



Designing more of the crucial interface details for PartnerHub, including where it can be accessed via 
the Betterview Dashboard



Some of the nuanced interactions that became a part of the PartnerHub experience and eventually 
the Customizable Interface experience as a whole



Defining key elements of the PartnerHub onboarding workflow in Sketch



My lead project engineer and I presenting a live view of the PartnerHub Customizable Interface 
elements to the team after collaborating with engineering to make this feature a reality



Here we are using Miro, a great wire-
framing tool for communicating with 
other stakeholders to define each 
element involved in building the 
PartnerHub onboarding workflow, as 
well as building out the control center 
where PH subscriptions can be 
updated after onboarding.



A Brand New Betterview Dashboard: 
a Modular, Customizable User 
Interface 

CASE STUDIES



A Customizable Interface for 
Customizable Reporting

Once we had improved the exportable 
reporting experience for the Spotlights 
product, we saw a need for the ability to 
customize the data included in each 
property profile.





Part of the onboarding flow for PartnerHub includes a portal for user administrators to add their own 
custom 3rd party data integrations through our API Access workflow 







Building Your Own Dashboard 
Components

With the ability to fully customize each 
datapoint being displayed, each property 
profile and associated risk score is 
guaranteed to be the most relevant to the 
context of that property and the needs of 
the underwriters’ clients.



The ‘Card Building’ workflow

I worked with engineering to create a workflow that made the Custom Interface possible. Here we are using 
the Card Builder to create components featuring information from some of our critical data partners, one of 
the many options for the widget-style custom interface



The Power of Customer 
Uploaded Data

To complete the full custom 
experience, Betterview administrators 
can now upload their own third-party 
information and datapoints to be 
included in property scoring and risk 
assessment





Take Action on At-Risk Properties 
With the Property Action Dashboard 
and the New Action Flag Builder

CASE STUDIES



Action-Oriented Risk Management Tools

The Betterview Action Flag Builder system allows 
admins and underwriters to organize to take action to 
improve the risk status of properties that are in peril







Granular Control Means 
Optimized Communication

Whether the Action Flag information is 
being viewed by an underwriter or their 
clientele, crystal-clear icons, color coding, 
and labeling ensure each risk is accounted 
for and tracked
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Advocating for our Audience: User 
Research and the Betterview 
Customer Advisory Council 

CASE STUDIES



Anticipating Customer Needs, Testing 
Before Building, Iterative Improvements

Wireframing, testing, user surveys and interviews are 
all tools we use to ensure we are always building the 
right thing for our clients, as well as staying ahead of 
the curve by anticipating their needs.



Staying In-Touch With Our 
Clientele

In addition to ad-hoc user testing and 
research done around specific projects or 
features, we had a regular scheduled 
interview cadence with a group of highly-
engaged clients that we called the 
Customer Advisory Council or CAC











Expanding the ZeroCater Market 
Footprint With New Products

CASE STUDIES



Redesigned in 2015 with the new design system, 
ZeroCater’s customer dashboard allowed the 
employees of a client company to see upcoming 
menus, and to leave feedback on past meals. It 
replaced an aging Angular app that was not fully 
responsive.

Some Context: ZeroCater and 
the Catering Platform



ZeroCater’s customer dashboard allowed the employees of a client company to see upcoming menus, 
and to leave feedback on past meals. It replaced an aging Angular app that was not fully responsive.



ZeroCater’s first expansion 
beyond the core catering platform 
led to exploring adjacent markets 
and audiences while addressing 
several business bottlenecks.

Designing & Building 
ZeroCater: Marketplace



With the introduction of ZeroCater Marketplace, 
customers could place orders directly through a 
responsive website, increasing the company’s 
capacity to generate revenue without hiring 
more personnel. 

It evolved rapidly through iterations based on 
customer feedback and analytics tools.



ZeroCater Marketplace allowed 
customers to place catering orders 
directly through a responsive website. 
It evolved rapidly through iterations 
based on customer feedback and 
analytics tools.



Using customer feedback and analytics tools, 
the product evolved rapidly through iterations 
based on insights into usage patterns and areas 
where users commonly encountered issues.



• The ZeroCater Marketplace was built in React, allowing for quick 
prototyping, modular design and relatively painless development 

• Customer behavior was monitored and insights were drawn to 
drive growth and improvements in the product

• The first iteration of this product was informed by the behavioral 
patterns of office managers when they placed catering orders by 
phone or email.

Built for Growth, Tested for 
Quality



• Insights were often counterintuitive to the conventional 
wisdom of the industry.

• Customers at Caviar and Doordash valued wide 
selection and instant gratification in those services

• ZeroCater customers favored low per-person prices and 
crowd-pleasing menus that could be easily customized 
for dietary restrictions

Built for Growth, Tested for 
Quality



Customer interviews, market research, 
quantitative analytics, and conversion tracking 
drove the evolution of the ZeroCater 
Marketplace product design, from the digital 
storefront, to the order customization interface.



ZeroCater's Snacks & 
Kitchens product, a program 
that provides curated snacks 
and kitchen equipment to 
offices and their hungry 
employees.

Building ZeroCater: Snacks 
& Kitchens



ZeroCater’s snacks subscription service operated on a 
different business model. It required rethinking user flows 
and feature gating depending on user type and privileges, 
shown in this early exploration.



• Discoveries were paired with insights from interviews 
with current and potential client-company office 
administrators and internal data from the Client 
Success team

• Consumption Data, Spend Data, Delivery Data: all of 
these metrics came up over and over in our user 
research interviews

Early Explorations



• Creating the Product Roadmap for 
Snacks & Kitchens for Q1 in 2018

• Written by myself in the absence of 
a Head of Product and our VP of 
Engineering after both left the 
company. 

• Edited by David Cao, our acting 
Product Manager
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• The ZeroCater Snacks & Kitchens dashboard solved two large 
business challenges:

• First, accurate reporting data from the new ZeroCater inventory 
warehouse located South of San Francisco. 

• Second, a bottleneck in Client Success personnel man-hours 
created a need for a more automated way to keep clients up-to-date 
on their subscription performance`

Solving Problems While Creating 
Opportunities for Growth



The dashboard took shape in the form of colorful graphs and the familiar 
visual language of progress analysis and indicators



Full reporting capabilities being demonstrated on the dashboard



Subscription insights were created to help ensure ZeroCater's clients get 
the most out of their Snacks & Kitchens subscription. 



• Built in a quasi-experimental Vue 
codebase, the dashboard took advantage 
of the design engineering asset library that 
had been built in 2017, allowing for quick 
prototyping

• The dashboard also helped to alleviate the 
bottleneck in customer service manpower 
by providing automated reporting.



Many iterations of a 
customer feedback flow 
were explored



• The Snacks & Kitchens dashboard became the 
template on which the rest of the ZeroCater 
platform evolutions were based. 

• Using the same technologies that made Snacks & 
Kitchens successful, the final union between the 
Catering and Snacks products was built

• Finally there is a single log-in point for all 
ZeroCater clients, with itemized spend reporting 
for customers who use both ZeroCater products.

Results That Keep Paying Off



Powered by the Snacks & Kitchens dashboard, FoodIQ is a key 
value pillar in ZeroCater’s product offerings



• Now branded as ‘Food IQ’, the technology behind 
the Snacks & Kitchens dashboard has provided its 
value many times over. 

• Accurate inventory and delivery data combined 
with feedback from a built-in employee-facing form 
provides the best possible experience for 
ZeroCater clients.

Results That Keep Paying Off



One Platform to Completely Feed Your Employees

Catering Dashboard + Snacks & Kitchens Dashboard 
are now….



The Snacks & Kitchens dashboard is now touted as a product that officially set ZeroCater 
apart from the competition. No other competitors could offer this level of engagement and 
transparency in the form of an all-in-one platform.



Building a Design System to Scale 
and Improve the ZeroCater 
Customer Experience

CASE STUDIES



The new ZeroCater design 
system and style guide  became 
the foundation for new and 
redesigned products as well as 
updated marketing 
communications.



The design team provided art 
direction and worked on-site with 
professional photographers to 
create a custom asset library.

Here we are in the studio with our 
professional food photographer, 
Alissa Wytalia and her crew of 
chefs and food-stylists.



Photographs from these studio sessions were then used to quickly and flexibly 
create custom imagery for the web and more. 



With the new design system doing the heavy lifting, new projects could be created, 
deployed, and iterated upon efficiently and consistently.  



The new design component engineering 
library also helped ZeroCater’s small 
team to smoothly iterate upon the rebuild 
of the Catering Platform and its client-
facing dashboard. 



Centralized documentation and 
asset libraries shared across the 
company ensured that all 
departments could receive custom 
documents created quickly and 
within brand-guidelines. 

Creating editable master templates 
that could be used flexibly for 
various communications 
empowered all teams to receive 
equal attention and quality.



Every step of email campaign 
journeys was overhauled, and 
replaced older designs that 
appeared disconnected from the 
company’s new identity 
All Pardot development was done 
by myself until I handed the 
responsibility off to an off-shore 
team in late 2017



Street and event signage featuring fresh custom 
photography, and our new standards around layout and 
typography.



Creating ThriveBot: Your Digital 
Wellness Coach for Arianna 
Huffington & Thrive Global 

CASE STUDY



ThriveBot: Your 
Digital Wellness 
Coach
The Mission: 
• High-fidelity product and 

user-flow suggestions to 
be presented to investors 
on a short timeline. 

• Project included a full 
design treatment and 
animated assets to better 
communicate vision to 
stakeholders



1

I will be right up 
here if you need me!

The existing Thrive app home-
screen view.

ThriveBot would ‘live’ in the top-
right corner of the app view-
screen

Accessing your schedule in the 
Thrive App



The shiny leaf featured in the Thrive Global 
logo mark also crowns the forehead of 
ThriveBot, acting as a little antenna as well 
as a stylish accessory.

Witness ThriveBot come to life, created by 
myself in AfterEffects. ThriveBot provides 
much needed liveliness in a product that was 
suffering from a clinical, impersonal 
experience.



Syndigo
Marketing Design Consultant  
2020

OTHER WORK



So what is Syndication?

A brief history of Syndication 
Syndication has always been about making a 
portion of product information available to 
another organization.

Today, syndication is essential for any supplier 
looking to bring their products to market. 
Everything from product descriptions and shelf 
space dimensions, to online demos and even 
diet-compatibility depends on upon a reliable 
syndication network that can deliver all of a 
product’s information.  

With more and more ways for 
consumers to research products and 
make purchases than ever before, it can 
be difficult for suppliers to stay up to 
date with all the various retailer and 
industry specific requirements.

This is why choosing the 
right content syndication 
partner is so important.  

Information, put simply, is how products get 
delivered. 

Learn everything you need to know about choosing the perfect 
syndication partner in the next installment of this series:

Syndication is the efficient 
transfer of information 
between brands and their 
customers

Syndication has evolved from a 
primitive transfer of basic product 
information to a core component of 
every supplier’s business strategy

Why Not All 
Syndication Is 
Created Equal 

Product
Data

Performace
Comparisons

In today’s modern retail 
environment, suppliers have a 
responsibility to reliably provide 
accurate product information to 
consumers and their industry 
partners. Not doing so can cost 
search rankings, shelf space, 
consumer confidence, and market 
share.   

Nutrition
Information

GIF

GIF

Originally, critical details required for different 
uses throughout the retail industry, such as SKU 
numbers and shipping dimensions, were often 
delivered simply through spreadsheets and email.

It was a simpler process, but it was also insecure, 
inefficient, slow to update, and prone to 
breakdowns.  

Over the last 5 years, as the type of content 
required expanded with eCommerce enhanced 
content and the evolution of industry and retailer 
specific requirement, syndication become an 
increasingly complex process of collecting, 
changing, and automating product information 
into recipient systems.  
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Designer, Marketing Engineer  
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Branding, Marketing Communications, 
Illustration, Development 





MakerSquare
Lead Designer  
2013-2015
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Bonsai.Io, ATX Nerdy Ladies, 
Vespaio Restaurants Group 
Design Consultant
2012-2015

EARLIER WORK



SOMMET ROUNDED, THIN, 60PT 

WHITNEY, MEDIUM, 18PT

WHITNEY, MEDIUM, 18PT

WHITNEY, THIN, 18PT

WHITNEY, BOLD, 18PT

This is could be an introduction
THIS COULD BE A TAGLINE 

Call to Action

Heading
SUBHEADING

ICONS & ILLUSTRATIONS

Introductory paragraph Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, id 
usu aliquam admodum conceptam. Ridens denique cu 
has, no nemore eruditi molestie vis.

Standard paragraph Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, id usu 
aliquam admodum conceptam. Ridens denique cu has, 
no nemore eruditi molestie vis.

This is a link This is a link when you hover over it 

Introductory paragraph Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, id 
usu aliquam admodum conceptam. Ridens denique cu 
has, no nemore eruditi molestie vis link text.

Forward-thinking
Mindful
Experienced

SUBHEADING ON A DARK BACKGROUND

STYLE-TILE NO. 1

ADJECTIVES

SLATE APPLE

CORALFROST











• Creating a product that speaks to the human behind the screen.

• Iterative

• Servant-Leadership Philosophy  - I am here to remove impediments to my team, not create more barriers. As long 
as I am the grease on the wheels and not the brakes, I feel like I am doing my job.

• Partnership is a core foundational part of my approach to design. As a collaborator with the audience in this 
process, rather than dictating the outcome.

• If you have data, Data first, but sometimes you have to make a call without those resources. When working with an 
incomplete  picture, I have ways of maintaining confidence in my approach. User interviews, user research, 
comparative research of competing products, my expertise of developing products in the past.

• Build the right thing the first time - no v2

• Strong Opinions, weakly held. It’s a business and sometimes things happen that are unexpected, and doing what is 
right for the business is the priority, period. 

• ROI focused. I’m not here to build a pyramid, I am here to build the best experience possible for the user because 
ultimately that is what impacts the bottom line of the business through better retention and higher user engagement.

• An ounce of planning is worth a pound of prevention. Much better to catch it during the design phase than near the 
end of implementation.

PHILOSOPHY 


